


In May 2019 Kelmer Middle East signed a joint venture with Abdul Rahman 
Al Sharhan Advocates and Legal Consultants to form Kelmer Abdul Rahman 
Al Sharhan Advocates & Legal Consultants. In an effort to provide our clients 
with an all-round service, the firm now offers clients legal services that are 
compliant with the UAE law.

A dedicated team is prepared to assist you with every legal concern from 
corporate, real estate, criminal, maritime or other law related matters. They 
also provide a fast and accurate service and work together with your team 
to resolve any legal disputes.

Clients benefit from our vast knowledge in business setup and new integrated 
legal practice to ensure a coordinated and cost-effective management of their 
business interactions, from identifying appropriate legal structures, corporate 
good standing regulations, and commercial contract negotiation.



OUR SERVICES

Banking and Finance

Civil and Criminal Law

Commercial Agreements

Corporate and M&A

Corporate Law

Intellectual Property

International Arbitration

International Contracts

International Taxation

Family and Personal Status Law

Labor Law and Employment Disputes

Litigations

No Profit Organizations

Real Estate

Sport Law



In 1997, a group of professionals with a solid background in international 
business consulting decided to gather their experience to create a new project 
that would assist individual entrepreneurs and corporations in expanding 
their business abroad.
 
Kelmer Group was then founded, with the opening of its first office in London, 
and since then it ensured its presence in the most strategic worldwide markets, 
such as UK, Ireland, UAE, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Vietnam, The Philippines, 
and even USA and Australia.
 
Thanks to its solid network, Kelmer Group has become the ideal one-stop-shop 
for Internationalization, providing clients with a complete range of professional 
and customized services.

LONDON  |  DUBLIN  |  DUBAI  |   HONG KONG  |  SHANGHAI
SINGAPORE  |  HANOI  |  MIAMI  |  MANILA  |  MELBOURNE  

Tax & Legal

Internationalization & Marketing

Accounting & Bookkeeping

PRO Services

Real Estate Consultancy 

Financial Consultancy

Administration



BANKING AND FINANCE

Our team can advise on a broad range of banking transactions, including:

Acquisition finance and merger leverage buy out,

Corporate loans,

Assignment of receivables, factoring,

Leasing and sale and leaseback,

Performance bonds, banking guarantees, letters of credit,

Project financing,

Investment funds,

Debt restructuring,

Litigations



UAE criminal law contains many provisions derived from Islamic Shariah law 
and our lawyers are equipped with the knowledge and understanding of these 
specific laws.

CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LAW

Our team can assist its clients on the following matters:

Stock manipulation,

Illegal acquisition of corporate assets and money,

Bankruptcy crimes,

Fraudulent accounting in financial statements, 

Untrue communications to shareholders and auditors,

Breach of rules on formation of corporate capital,

Illegal profit or asset distribution by liquidators,

Misappropriation of corporate assets,

Fraudulent trading,

Employer criminal liability,

Food safety regulation,

Bounced cheque cases,

All criminal cases



We boast of years of experience in providing continuous assistance in the 
negotiation and drafting of any commercial agreement including:

COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS

Supply agreements and sub-contracts,

License agreements,

Turn-key projects,

Joint ventures,

Sale and purchase agreements,

Lease agreements– sale and lease back agreements,

Franchising agreements,

Merchandising agreements

Network agreements,

Distribution agreements,

Agency agreements,

Production agreements,

NDNCA.



Foreign businesses need the support of lawyers with remarkable experience 
in large and complex cross-border deals. Our multidisciplinary, international
team are experts in managing :

CORPORATE M&A

M&A concerning private and listed companies, 

Sale/Acquisition of going concerns

Spin-offs,

Private equity transactions and merger leveraged buyouts,

Contractual and corporate joint ventures,

Corporate reorganizations and restructuring,

Shareholder’s Agreements,

Investment Agreements.

Assistance is provided in each phase of all extraordinary transactions including:

Due diligence,

Corporate and tax structuring,

Letters of Intent,

Negotiation and drafting,

Execution/Closing,

Any eventual litigation phases.



CORPORATE LAW

Our lawyers are experts in corporate and commercial areas of business,
including:

Domestic and cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&A),

Joint ventures,

Corporate restructuring,

Corporate governance and compliance,

Banking & Finance and Venture Capital,

General Corporate Advisory.

Kelmer Abdul Rahman Al Sharhan Advocates and Legal Consultants also 
advise clients on entry strategies into the UAE market, structuring their 
investments, financing their business, and legal and regulatory issues that 
influence their day-to-day business.



INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Protecting brands, products and services is a key aspect for the success of 
business initiatives, especially when a company decides to operate in a foreign 
country. We regularly support local players and international companies that 
need legal advice about intellectual property rights and registration of 
trademarks, patents, industrial design, and copyright applications to IP dispute
resolution. 

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION

Our arbitration experts are fully equipped to accompany their clients’ expansion
 projects. Should any dispute arise during the course of business, clients are 
offered the best possible method of resolving the dispute by choosing from 
a range of alternative methods to settle disputes.

. 



INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTS

Our lawyers offer assistance and consultancy services during the negotiation, 
drafting and execution phases of a number of agreements including:

Supply agreements, 

Distribution agreements and agency agreements,

Licensing agreements,

Procurement agreements,

Letters of credit and guarantees (bid bonds, advance payment bonds,

performance bonds) 

IT agreements,

Research agreements,

Insurance policies,

Joint ventures agreements,

Engineering agreements,

International sale agreements,

Shipping agreements.



Structuring cross border investments

Advising in restructuring and acquisition transactions

Advising on complex issues of international tax, including tax planning 

for multinational groups 

Advising on transfer pricing with regards to the following issues:

INTERNATIONAL TAXATIONS

We have a unique expertise in the following areas:

- Setting up group transfer pricing policies,
- Business restructurings,
- APAs and mutual agreement procedures under the existing double taxation 
  conventions
- Tax audits and litigation,
- Compliance (with specific reference to the local laws and regulations),
- Tax planning and optimization of the tax treatment of national and multinational 
  corporate groups,
- Expatriate taxation,
- Non-profit organizations,
- Tax advice regarding the establishment and management of foreign branches
  of Italian companies,
- Tax advice regarding the establishment and management of Italian branches of 
  foreign companies,
- Advise on national and international VAT matters.



FAMILY AND PERSONAL STATUS LAW

If you are seeking or evaluating your options for personal or family matters, 
our team can offer services and resolve any conflicts by way of negotiation, 
mediation, collaborative practice, and litigation.
We have expertise to manage both the most complicated matters yet the 
smaller ones, making sure that each and every client is personally attended
to. More specifically we have a wealth of experience in planning, protecting 
and holding a vast range of assets including family businesses, property, 
yachts, aircraft and art collections by using instruments such as trusts, family 
trusts, insurance policies, family holdings, family agreements and other 
arrangements in order to allow and guarantee company transfers from 
generation to generation and the consequential smooth transition of all 
family assets.

Our firm can provide legal services in connection with wills and division 
thereof, such as:

Divorce action,

Child custody cases,

Marriage agreement,

Drafting of wills,

Alimony cases.



LABOR LAW AND EMPLOYEMENT DISPUTES

Labor law UAE is a federal legislation in all emirates of UAE, it covers all 
aspects of employee-employer relationship, domestic or expatriates. 

Practice areas include:

Employment agreements, including those for managers and directors,

Agency agreements, collaboration agreements and consultancy agreements,

Individual and collective termination of employment agreements, 

collective dismissal for economic reasons packages and temporary layoff, 

transfers, secondments, and expatriates,

Corporate regulations and disciplinary procedures, 

Confidentiality agreements and fair competition agreements,

Stock options and stock purchase plans,

Privacy,

Safety in the workplace,

Litigation.



LITIGATIONS
We have a significant expertise in the following areas of litigation:

Corporate litigation,

Commercial litigation,

Intellectual Property litigation,

Real Estate litigation,

Product liability.

NO PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Our services consist of:

Ordinary and extraordinary legal and fiscal advice from the 

incorporation to the ordinary operations of the non-profit entity,

Legal opinions,

Business setup and incorporation,

Drafting of conventions and cooperation agreements with both private 

and public organizations

Analysis of the legal tools aimed at optimizing the fiscal impact of 

transactions between donors/sponsors and the non-profit organization,

Accounting services and discharge of fiscal obligations,

Legal assistance in connection with critical phases (judicial administration, 

winding up, extinction, liquidation, and definition of relationships among

associates).



REAL ESTATE
We guarantee our clients comprehensive, coordinated assistance with contracts,
project financing, tenders, claims during work in progress and dispute 
management. Our team includes leading experts on arbitration with vast 
experience in managing disputes connected to tender contracts and in acting 
as counsel in international arbitration cases concerning major works. 
Some of our partners are frequently appointed as arbitrators in domestic 
and international arbitration concerning tender contracts.

We also assist our international clients in preparing and negotiating contracts 
for infrastructure projects, industrial facilities, and public or private developments 
(such as schools, hotels, hospitals, and shopping malls).

Our team is a multidisciplinary group of professionals from different legal 
backgrounds in the following areas of law:

Landlord and tenant disputes,

Evaluating all the legal aspects of property transactions with particular 

reference to joint venture agreements, establishment and acquisition of 

real estate portfolios and setting up property investment funds,

Consultancy services during the negotiation phase,

Due diligence,

Drafting and negotiating agreements and any other legal documents required,

Drafting of property management agreements (project, asset and property 

management agreements),



Drafting procurement contracts, rental agreements, and contracts for 

the rental of business branches,

Analysis of fiscal profiles for each individual transaction, 

Lease renewals,

Tenancy disputes,

Banking & Financial law,

Rent reviews for commercial, retail, and residential property

Disputes & Arbitration.



SPORT LAW
Sports law is becoming increasingly important for the international economy, 
and especially in GCC Countries. We have a team of professionals and FIFA 
agents with over ten years’ experience in assisting authorities, sports clubs, 
and their members.

Our office is partner of AS (Italian Association of Lawyer’s Sport) and we can
support international athletes worldwide, as follows:

Contract drafting and reviewing for athletes,

Defamation lawsuits,

Breach of contract issues,

Personal and corporate brand protection,

Broadcasting rights agreements,

Trademark registry,

Criminal defense for athletes, coaches, referees, and other industry

related professionals.



OUR PROFESSIONALS

Ilaria Baiardo
Avvocato and Senior Legal Advisor 

Graduated cum laude as Doctor of Law at the University of Genoa, Italy, Ilaria
Baiardo has gained experience as legal consultant around Monte Carlo, 
Barcelona, Milan and Dubai. She works now as Senior Legal Advisor of the Tax
& Legal Department at Kelmer Middle East LLC and she specializes in company 
set-up, commercial agreements, international contracts, M&A, assistance in legal, 
tax and corporate material for multinational companies, family and personal 
status law (drafting of wills according to specific cases and devolution of 
economic and non-economic assets according to customer needs). Ilaria is 
also an expert in local UAE legislations and regulations and she can also 
assist clients during the start-up phase of their business and she is Agent 
FiFa and AS associated (Italian Association of Lawyer’s sport).

Ragaei Abdelrehim
Legal Consultant

Graduated from Asyut University with a Bachelor Degree in Law on 2004. 
He began his professional career at Saleh Al Senussi Law Firm on 2004 until 
2006 as Para Legal, handling the relationships with clients, preparing all the 
necessary documentation for every case and representing the law firm at 
the Court and with other Authorities. He gained experience on preparing 
agreement, contract and defense notes. He worked for Beni Suef Company 
in Egypt and he managed the Legal Department from 2006 to 2008. He 
moved to UAE in order to gain international experience and he joined different 
banks like the Emirates NBD Bank as a Legal Counsel, Dubai Islamic Bank as 
a Legal Adviser and the National Bank of Abu Dhabi as a Legal Adviser for 
the VIP client of the institution. During this period, he achieved knowledge 
on local law especially on commercial, civil and real estate law. Since 2019 he 
works for Kelmer Abdul Rahman Al Sharhan Advocates & Legal Consultants, 
he draft all kind of contract, agreement and provide legal consultation based 
on the UAE legislation and regulations. He handles all the legal cases of the 
clients, which include personal, commercial, civil, real estate and criminal cases.
 



Abdul Rahman Al Sharhan
Advocate

He holds a licentiate degree in law from Dubai Police Academy and a Master’s 
degree in Maritime and Commercial Laws from Swansea University in the United 
Kingdom. He is also a PhD Researcher and experienced in the legal field since 
2004. He made gradual progress in the legal field starting from the Military 
Justice Department in Abu Dhabi in 2004, then he worked as a legal researcher
in the Federal Customs Authority and then in the Securities and Commodities 
Authority. After that, Mr. Abdul Rahman worked as the Notary Public in Dubai 
Courts then he established the Office of Abdul Rahman Al Sharhan Advocates 
and Legal Consultants in 2011. He has read a lot and has a vast experience in 
the legal field, especially in the cases of securities and commodities and the 
maritime and commercial cases. In addition, Mr. Abdul Rahman has pleaded
in a number of civil and criminal cases before the courts of Dubai and the 
other emirates.

Elena Gazzetta
Assistant of Tax & Legal Department at Kelmer Middle East LLC

She started her carrier in Italy being Assistant to the Accounts Manager in a travel 
agency, managing the relationship with clients and assisting as well the 
Commercial Department. Moved to Dubai she gained over 7 years of professional 
experience, she managed the Brokerage and the Property Management 
departments, with a specific focus on the Quality Management System and the 
professional growth of the Operations team. She is now the Assistant of Tax & 
Legal Department at Kelmer Middle East LLC, focused on the company business 
set-up, assisting the clients during the entire process following the local regulations. 
Elena works closely with the Legal Team, supporting the lawyers on drafting
contracts, agreement and preparing the required documentation based on the
clients’ cases.
 



OUR OFFICES

48 Burj Gate Tower, 1st Floor, Office 101, Burj Khalifa Area, 
Sheikh Zayed Road Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Office 102, Building 173, Oad Al Toba Street, Downtown Al Ain,
United Arab EmirateS

DUBAI

AL AIN

Office 3 Rooftop, MSM 2 Building, Al Safa First, Sheikh Zayed Road 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates


